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A well-known conjecture of Artin predicts the density of primes for which 
a given rational number is a primitive root (cf. the introduction to his collected 
works). Our purpose here is to formulate an analogous conjecture on elliptic 
curves A, say defined over the rationals for concreteness. Let a be a rational 
point of infinite order. We ask for the density of those primes p such that the 
group A(¥p) of rational points mod p is cyclic, generated by the reduction a of 
a mod p. We shall use the Galois extensions Kx = Q04;, l~la) analogous to the 
splitting fields of the equations X1 - a = 0 when a is in the multiplicative group. 
We may say that a is primitive for such primes. We let (a ) be the cyclic group gen
erated by a. 

The affine group, equal to the extension of the translation group Ax by 
GL2(l), operates on I'1 a. For simplicity we fix an element w0 G I""1 a. Then 
we may represent an element o in the affine group by a pair (7, r) with 7 € 
GL2(J) and a translation T EAl9 such that 

(7, T)U = u0 + 7(w - u0) + r. 

The Galois group Gal^/QC^/)) can be identified with a group of translations, 
subgroup of Al9 and is equal to Ax for almost all / by a theorem of Bashmakov 
[Ba]. If o = (7, r) as above, we have 

ou = u if and only if (7 - l)(w0 - u) = r. 

Let A be the discriminant of the curve. We want to give a condition on 
the Frobenius element ap = (yp9 rp) in Gt when p\ M in order that the index 
of {a > in 4̂(F ) is divisible by /. Note that / divides the order of -4(F) if and 
only if 7p has eigenvalue 1. Furthermore, A(F ) = Ker (7 - 1). 

If yp = 1 then the index of (a) is divisible by /. 
Suppose on the other hand that Ker(7p - 1) is cyclic of order /. Then the 

index of (a ) is divisible by / if and only if there exists b G Â with lb = a and b 
is fixed by ap. Indeed, if a has period divisible by /, and the index is divisible by 
/, then a is divisible by / in ^4(Fp), otherwise Â(fp) would contain Z(f)2. The 
converse is clear. If a has period not divisible by / then lb = a for some b in 
G>, so the assertion is also clear in this case. 

We see that the index of {a) is divisible by I if and only if op lies in the 
AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 12A75, 14G25. 
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set S\ consisting of all elements (7, r) such that y has eigenvalue 1, and either 
7 = I, or Ker(7 - 1) is cyclic and r G Im(7 - 1). 

Let St = Gt~ S'j. For any set of primes L we let SL = nZGL57 . We let 
KL be the compositum of all fields Kt with / G L, and GL = Gal(XL/Q). We 
let PL ^(x) be the set of primes p < x such that p \ A and the Frobenius ele
ment (p, ^ / Q ) G S7 for all / G I and /=£/?. If I is finite, we have by Tchebo-
tarev, 

* - « n(pc) \GL\ ^ ' 

It is easy to see that the limit 8(S) = LimL8L(S) exists (for L increasing to in
clude all primes). The conjecture states that the limit is equal to the density of 
primes for which a is primitive. 

There exists a finite set M of primes such that for any L containing M we 
have 

i-r \S'l ° Gl\ 
h=*M I I 8|. where 8, - 1 - • 

/GL-M | t 7 / ' 

This allows for effective computation of the conjectured density. One finds in 
all cases that 6, = 1 4- 0(1//2), so that the product is absolutely convergent. 
When there is no complex multiplication, for instance, and Gt is the full affine 
group (which occurs for almost all /), then one finds 

S / = l - — where — = p(j3 _ p _ , + j } . 

We have computed numerical values for some "Serre curves" (cf. [LT] ) 
whose Galois group of torsion points is of index 2 in the full product of all 
GZ,2(Zf), for instance the three curves 

yi +y =x
3 -x, y2 +y =x3 + x 2 , y2 + xy +y = x 3 -x2. 

In each case the point of infinite order is the point (0,0), and the predicted 
density comes within three decimals of 0.440. Among the first 200 primes, the 
expected number is then 88, and the actual numbers are 91, 96, 91 respectively. 
For 180 primes (leaving out the first 20) the expected number is 79.2, and the 
actual numbers are 79, 84, 78 respectively, a good fit. One can of course handle 
in a similar way the density of primes p such that Â(¥ ) is cyclic (forget about a). 

We have also considered the more general problem dealing with a free 
subgroup T of rational points, rather than an infinite cyclic one. Let M be an 
integer > 1. We wish to characterize the possibility that the image under reduc
tion 

r-^Â(Fp)/MÂ(¥p) 
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is surjective by a condition on the Frobenius element a . For simplicity, fix a 
section X: T —• M~l F such that MKa = a for all a G T. This corresponds to 
choosing u0 when F is infinite cyclic, and determines a homomorphism r: T —> 
AM such that 

ou = T(W - Xw) 4- Ww + rM/ 

for w G Af_ 1r . We can identify an element o of the affine group in this case 
with a pair (7, r). We see this time that ou = w if and only if (7 - 1) (u - XMw) 
= -TMU. If we let Tp be the kernel of the map 

r->Â(Fp)lMÂ(Fp), 

then Tp = T~l((y - 1MM)> where op = (7p , T ) is the Frobenius element. 
Note that we have an equality of indices 

(Z(Fp): MA(Fp)) = i(I(Fp) n l M ) | = |Ker(7p - 1)|. 

In particular, take M = / prime. We find: 

77*e index of F in Â(Fp) is prime to I if and only if 

dim r(T) - dim(r(T) n Im(7 - 1)) = dim Ker(7 - 1). 

We define the bad set S't to consist of those o = (7, r) such that either 
Ker(7 - 1) is cyclic and r(F) C Im(7 - 1), or Ker(7 - 1) = At and rank r(F) = 
0 or 1. Then we obtain: 

The index of F in Â(Fp) is divisible by I if and only if the Frobenius ele

ment op lies in S\ (for p \ A/). 

The same type of limit as before yields the conjectured density of primes 
such that r = ^4(Fp), (say for which F is primitive). 

Trying to prove the conjecture from the Riemann hypothesis in line with 
Hooley's work for the Artin case [H] met difficulties having to do with the 
larger degrees, behaving like > X < /6 (or /4 in the complex multiplication case) 
rather than /2 in the Artin case. It also leads to the problem of proving the 
analogue of the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem, to given an upper bound for the 
number of primes p < x such that the Frobenius at p operating on Ax has 
eigenvalue 1. 
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